
INT. SQUAD CAR - NIGHT

RANKIN drives with PARCONI riding shotgun and FREEMAN 
riding in the backseat. Beat.

FREEMAN
Only you, Parconi.

No reply.

FREEMAN (CONT’D)
Only you.

No reply.

FREEMAN (CONT’D)
You know --

PARCONI
I know that if you don’t shut that mouth 
of yours Rankin here will kick you to the 
curb. Ain’t that right, kid?

RANKIN
Hey, I’m just driving.

PARCONI
You’re a born diplomat, kid. What say we 
get you on the fast track to “D’s?” I may 
be looking for a new partner soon.

FREEMAN
Good luck with that. After that last 
stunt you better hope you still have a 
job.

RANKIN
Oh, boy.

PARCONI
Last stunt? Last stunt? Oh, you mean when 
I apprehended our perp? That stunt, 
Freeman?

FREEMAN
Yeah, yeah.

PARCONI
Uh, excuse me? I couldn’t hear you.

FREEMAN
You got the perp all right. But at what 
cost?
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PARCONI
What cost. What cost. What cost, Freeman? 
How about the cost of justice, hmm? Or 
maybe the cost of people in the 
neighborhood being able to sleep through 
the night. 

FREEMAN
And here I was focusing on our wrecked 
undercover.

PARCONI
Oh, oh - I’m sorry. Did I get a few 
scratches on your baby? 

FREEMAN
Scratches? You totaled it! Plus at least 
4 civilian vehicles.

PARCONI
Who got hurt?

FREEMAN
What?

PARCONI
In all that... help me out here, kid...

RANKIN
Mayhem?

FREEMAN
That sounds about right.

PARCONI
Careful kid.

RANKIN
(smiling)

Sorry, sir.

PARCONI
Fine. We’ll go with the kid’s word - 
mayhem. In all that mayhem - who got 
hurt? Hmm? Any civilians? Any civilians 
get hurt?

FREEMAN
(begrudgingly)

No. 

PARCONI
Did you get hurt, Freeman? Oh, don’t tell 
me you sprained your right wrist? 

(MORE)
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That could put your love life on hold for 
a couple of months.

FREEMAN
I’m fine.

PARCONI
(to Rankin)

Well, thank heavens for that. Looks like 
he won’t be coming to you for any help 
after all.

RANKIN
Good thing. Don’t believe that’s covered 
under “protect and serve.”

PARCONI
So, no one got hurt. And a couple of cars 
need a little work done. If that’s what 
it takes to get a scumbag like Roskovich 
off the streets then so be it.

Beat.

FREEMAN
(shaking his head)

You wreck 5 cars and I have to ride in 
the back seat.

INTERCOM cuts in.

INTERCOM (O.S.)
All units, possible 217 in progress. 1254 
Ardmore. All units respond.

Parconi grabs the mic.

PARCONI
Dispatch this is --

Shoots a quick look at Rankin.

RANKIN
5-3-5.

PARCONI
5-3-5. We are in route.

INTERCOM
Roger 5-3-5. 

PARCONI
(to Rankin)

Come on, kid. You want me to drive.

PARCONI (CONT'D)
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Rankin shares a quick glance through rearview with 
Freeman in the back seat.

RANKIN
No, sir.

Rankin guns it as Parconi hits the lights and sirens.

EXT. HOUSE - NIGHT

Rankin whips the car into place in front of the house. 
Parconi pulls on the handle to the Freeman’s door as he 
glides out of the vehicle. Freeman, in a well practiced 
move, hustles fifteen feet down the sidewalk away from 
the house. Parconi continues around the back of the car 
toward Rankin who has exited the vehicle and starts to 
move forward. Parconi catches his arm from behind and 
pulls him back toward Freeman. 

RANKIN
(startled)

Wha - uh, sir - this is the house?!

PARCONI
That’s right, kid. And if our suspect has 
a beef with the cops then nothing more 
he’s wanting than a boy in blue to come 
up his front walk. 

RANKIN
But, the call said --

PARCONI
I know what the call said, kid. I also 
know that we’re not gonna be any help if 
a gunman decides he wants to fertilize 
his lawn with us.

Rankin looks at Freeman who nods. 

RANKIN
So, what’s the plan?

Parconi looks at Freeman.

FREEMAN
Your call, Dirty Harry.

Parconi looks up the darkened driveway the three stand 
in.
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PARCONI
(to Freeman)

You take the kid up this driveway. If the 
fence is too high maybe the kid can use 
their car to get onto the roof of their 
garage.

FREEMAN
What’ll you do?

Parconi scans the neighborhood.

PARCONI
I’ll... improvise.

FREEMAN
(sotto)

I was afraid you were gonna say that.
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